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Abstract. An approximation process {Γn}neP on a Banach subspace X
of J^7 [Zemanian A. H. [36]], satisfying either a Jackson type inequality or
a Bernstein type inequality of order p(n) on X with respect to Y of X, is
being related to a class of Banach subspaces {X^zej of J^7, on each of
which, {Γn}neP defines a sequence of multiplier type operators, satisfying
the same inequality with same order. Sufficient conditions for -X^cJ^7,
Λ G / a r e given. Results are illustrated by examples.

1. Introduction. For a Banach space X, a sequence {Γn}neP of bounded
linear operators Γn: X—*X, with P = {1,2,3, •} is called an approximation
process on X, if Γnf —> / in X V/e X. For suitable subspaces F, A of
X (A being fixed, dim(Λ) < oo) and function p(ri) ^> 0, /o(w)\0 on P, an
approximation process {Γn} on X is said to,
(I) satisfy a Jackson-type inequality of order ρ(n) on X with respect to Y,

if V/e F, ||r,/-/||z^C|θ(w)||/||Γ;
(II) satisfy a Bernstein type inequality of order p(n) on X with respect to Y,

if (J Γn(X)c:Y and V/e JΓ, ||Γn/||F ^ CiGofa))-1)!/!!*. (C, CΊ constants
neP

independent of ri);
(III) be saturated with order p(n) on X with saturation class F,

if for /eX, IIΓ%/-/||;r = J0^^"^ ' e

For such {/\} as in (III) above, the inverse problem is the characterization of
elements of the sets

{f£X\\\Γnf-f\\x = 0(η(n))} with some η(n)^9 ^)\0, £ί̂ -*0 as n-*oo.

Given a Banach subspace JΓ of a certain space j&" of generalized
functions, each / 6 J&" having Fourier expansion with respect to an
orthonormal system [ψn}n£N (N— 0,1,2,3, •••) and given an approximation
process {Γn}neP related to {ψn}nejv on X, satisfying (J) Jackson-type inequali-
ty or (B) Bernstein-type inequality or for X, having (S) saturation and
inverse theorems, the aim of this paper is to determine a family of related
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